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N° ID Nom Prénom Sujet

1 100051050 BERGMANN Jan-Jakob Discuss the outlook for oil discoveries in the Artic and its geopolitical implications.

2 100036777 BLANC Manuel Discuss: US shale oil is the marginal barrel determining international oil prices.

3 100058703 BLUME-WERRY Eike Discuss the outlook for Canadian oil sands in the new price environment.

4 100029144 BOYETTE Marie Discuss the extent and implications of the strategic shift in energy relations between Russia and China

5 100051084 CANDANILA Candini Discuss: energy regulation should be done at the European, not at the national level.

6 100059014 CAREY  Mathieu
Gas can be priced on the basis of indexation to oil or products prices, or on the basis of trading in a hub. 

Explain the difference and recent evolution.

7 100051371 D P HJ KAMIS  Nurul Izzalina
Oil prices have collapsed following a strategic shift in OPEC production policy. Does this mark the end or 

a new beginning of OPEC’s influence on prices?

8 100057259 DEGERT  Isoline
What is carbon capture and sequestration and why is it economically and politically difficult to 

implement?

9 100050979 DREYER  Johan  What is the impact of meteorological developments on electricity prices in Northern Europe?

10 100030547 GARABETIAN  Thomas
Biofuels are expected to play an important role in future energy supplies: which are the main issues 

related to greater reliance on them?

11 100057255 GIRAUDO  Eleonora Can the EU ETS ((Emission Trading Scheme) system be reformed? Discuss recent developments.

12 100030745 GUIGNARD  Laura
Can we envisage a future in which all electricity is produced from renewable sources? Under what 

conditions?

13 100040469 JABRI  Ismail In which ways can biomass become a source of energy?

14 100048989 KOGANSKAYA  Rimma
Energy efficiency has been described as the “low hanging fruit” in the pursuit of reduction of GHG 

emissions. Has it been?
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15 100049253 KRASOVA  Tereza
What are the main problems that may arise out of fracking? Why is the development of shale resources 

more difficult in Europe than in the United States?

16 100030405 KUZDZAL  Matthieu How does progress towards a single European market for gas and electricity enhance energy security?

17 100054963 LI  Weiqi Why is Germany currently rethinking its energy policy? In which direction?

18 100029374 MOISIO  Mia What is the boundary between European and national energy policy in the European Union?

19 100030897 PILLARD  Flore  Why are Germany’s neighbors unhappy about the Energiewende? Is a compromise possible?

20 100055095 PRATIWI  Duwi What is the role of energy exchanges in EU-Russia relations?

21 100057295 RAINA  Meenakshi What are the strengths and weaknesses of Brent as a benchmark crude oil for discovering prices?

22 100029276 RANGELOVA  Kostantsa
Explain the difference among several alternative ways of using gas in transportation: LPG, CNG, GTL, 

LNG.

23 100034963 RAVISHANKAR  Aniruddha
Discuss the challenges of transporting gas over long distances: when might domestic use be privileged 

over exports?.

24 100058702 REHDER  Ullrich Is there an international price for natural gas? If not, why? How would you describe the situation?

25 100029225 RISTKOK  Kädi Explain the difference between capacity and production for a solar or wind renewable power plant

26 100058508 SEBTI  Zineb
What are the main problems of integrating electricity produced from renewable sources into the grid? 

Explain the differences between the various alternative renewable sources.

27 100058111 SIMIONEL  Teodora
What are the determinants of the cost of electricity produced by a large scale nuclear or coal fired 

power plant?

28 100058113 SPREAFICO  Matteo
Is there a direct relationship between income (GDP) growth and energy consumption? How has it 

evolved historically?
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29 100050349 STUVE  Ida How does Saudi Arabia exert an influence on global oil prices?

30 100023512 SUBASI  Osman What are the main factors affecting the future of the refining industry in Europe?

31 100057969 TORSTAD  Vegard What is the outlook for nuclear energy at the global level? What implications for Europe?

32 100047285 TYPOLTOVA  Johana
Discuss energy as an issue for democracy: should complex, highly technical decisions be made by 

popular vote? Or influenced by determined minorities?

33 100036065 VON MEREY  Bénédict  Discuss: we should rely on markets to pursue decarbonization.
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